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CLOUD LENDING SOLUTIONS
IS THE QUICKEST WAY TO SIMPLIFY
AND DIGITIZE LENDING
Cloud Lending Solutions is a financial services technology company offering a
cloud-based, end-to-end lending platform to deliver innovation to the global
lending community.
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Unlike legacy technology platforms that are
expensive to maintain and prevent an agile
response to market conditions, Cloud
Lending Solutions’ clients take back control of
their business by quickly implementing,
extending, and digitizing the entire lending
lifecycle lowering the cost of operations while
creating a best-in-class customer experience.
The Cloud Lending Platform mitigates risk
with a highly responsive and configurable
approach for policy enforcement. Cloud
Lending Solutions supports consumer,
commercial, small business, marketplace
lending, and equipment leasing that scales
for lenders of all sizes.

Industries Served
Banks

Leasing

Alternative Finance

Cloud Lending Solutions is the leader in
cloud-based commercial and small
business loan origination. Cloud Lending
Solutions helps banks transform their
commercial and small business loan
operations by improving operational
efficiency, reducing credit and compliance
risk, improving transparency and loan
production, and enabling banks to deliver a
great client experience throughout the loan
origination process using Cloud Lending’s
comprehensive back-office loan origination
platform and groundbreaking frontend
portal technology.

Cloud Lending Solutions' Leasing software
enables lessors to be agile in response to
customer needs in changing market
conditions. Our approach allows lessors to
transform and advance their business by
quickly implementing, extending, and
digitizing the entire leasing lifecycle to stay
ahead of the competitors and regulations.
With a single system of record, configurable
dashboards, and real-time reporting, we
provide an operational view of your
business and reduce technical, operational,
and servicing costs that slow lessors down.

Cloud Lending Solutions' end-to-end loan
management solution is built for alternate
finance companies looking for a technology
platform for enabling or quickly growing their
lending activities. Our solution encompasses
origination, servicing, collections,
marketplace and portal built for a true SaaS
offering leveraging the Salesforce platform.
Cloud Lending AlfFi solutions have a proven
track record of powering industry leading
online lenders, marketplace platforms and
traditional lenders for consumer and
commercial loans.
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Our Solutions
CL ORIGINATE
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CL Originate is a next generation platform for loan origination
and underwriting. CL Originate has been designed to meet
online lenders’ requirements for automated and
instantaneous loan processing as well as the requirements of
lenders with complex loan products, like commercial real
estate.

CL MARKETPLACE

CL Marketplace is designed to manage complex marketplace
loan cycles and multiple investor portfolios. CL Marketplace also
accelerates the delivery of capital, improves access to lending
alternatives, and enhances the borrower experience.

CL COLLECTIONS
CL LOAN
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CL Loan is an end-to-end loan management platform that
efficiently handles loan servicing, collections and portfolio
management reporting under one robust and secure
platform. It efficiently manages portfolios, increases
transaction volume and rapidly brings new products to
market.

CL Collections is an advanced collections solution that enables
lenders to define and automate their collection processes,
streamline customer interaction across channels and reduce
technical, operational and servicing costs. CL Collections can be
used with CL Loan and CL Lease solutions, billing and tracking
delinquencies in the servicing platforms.

CL PORTAL
CL LEASE
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CL Lease is a cloud-based lease servicing application that
enables lessors to efficiently manage equipment leases, from
origination to end of life. This mature cloud-based solution
simplifies lease servicing and collections and provides a
detailed view of all outstanding leases, complete with aging
and approvals to simplify collections.

CL Portal is a configurable front-end portal that provides a
differentiated borrowing experience for consumer, commercial
and small business loans for borrowers, investors and
stakeholders. CL Portal works seamlessly with your CL Originate
product workflows and document management to create a
personalized and unique experience for loans ranging from fully
automated consumer loans to multi-entity, collaborative
commercial loans.
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Common Services
Configurations | Product | Workflow | Document Management |
Credit | Billing | Payments | Notifications | Accounting | Approvals
Salesforce Platform Services
Data | Security | Communities | Shield | force.com | PaaS
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Our Customers

Company Stats

Established in
2012

CLOUD LENDING
SOLUTIONS

Lending platform for ~100
customers in 24 countries

Over 100+% growth
year over year

Based in San Mateo, CA
with offices in London,
Sydney and Bangalore
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Cloud Lending Solutions, a leading cloud-based financial services technology company, empowers the global lending community to connect with their borrowers by transforming the borrower and lender
experience. Built on Salesforce, the world’s #1 CRM, Cloud Lending Solutions is an end-to-end lending platform delivering innovation, costing savings, and agility to banks, alternative finance and equipment
lessors. Cloud Lending Solutions digitizes origination, underwriting, servicing and collections, creating a best-in-class customer experience. Clients include banks, traditional finance companies, equipment
lessors, online lenders, and marketplace platforms.
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